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From the Editors Desk – by Heidi Prindiville
Welcome to the May Issue of Cinders and Soot.
A warm welcome to Robert Murphy a re-joining member from the past, if you see Robert around the place
introduce yourself and make him feel welcome.
Also big reminder PLEASE REMEMBER TO PAY FOR DRINKS TAKEN FROM THE CLUBROOM FRIDGE!!

The President’s Prattle – By Mike Crean
I am putting a call out for trainee Signallers. We need your help. We need more people to qualify as
signallers, especially for Canning Junction. Please contact myself for more information. Look forward to an
influx of new signal people in the near future.
Update on the new CMR constitution. It has been accepted by the Department and after the next
committee meeting Friday June 8th it will be accepted and adopted. There are a number of small changes
from our original constitution. All members were sent a copy of the new constitution prior to the clubs
2018 AGM. Please use this as your reference. If you do not have a copy please contact the clubs Secretary.
Again many thanks to Ken and Sue for the research and to Les for their efforts in preparing, presenting and
lodging the Constitution.
The Wednesday team have been hard at work again. They have lifted the track at Penrhyn and compacted
the road base, relayed the track and levelled and compacted it. Many thanks to John and the team.
PLEASE MAKE SURE ALL THE DOORS ARE SHUT AND SECURE.
As always we must encourage and congratulate our junior members on their great enthusiasm and their
dedication to the club and its members. Thanks boys and girls, keep up the great work.
Until next time please visit your club and its facilities. They are there for all of us to enjoy.

Tubby in its first Steam Fest – Photo by John Bollans
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Secretaries Scribblings – By Les Smith
Our “re-vamped” Constitution that was required by law to comply with changes to the Act / Legislation
that was accepted as presented to members by a vote almost unanimous at the Special General Meeting
held on the 13th April has been approved by the responsible Government department. A great amount of
work / input was given by committed members and so we thank them for their efforts.
A Driving Policy that was approved in draft form as mentioned in the last C & S (No.374) has now been
approved by the Committee and will move forward to amendments to our Operational Hand Book.
(updated copy to follow shortly) There will be some minor changes to the testing regime “questions and
answers” sheets along with support information to help members progress through understanding the
fundamentals of our hobby. It is particularly vital that items like “boiler management” be thoroughly
understood. For our Junior members there will now be something to achieve virtually every 6months and
as we have probably more Juniors than any other kindred association in Australia, we are investing in them
to keep our hobby alive. We now have to get them interested in signalling!
From our last 3rd Sunday run-day we can announce that Terry Skinner has passed his diesel driving
practical test along with Jayde Hall passing out on guard. John Bollans passed the question sheets /
examination for safe-working and guard. John has since tested his BL after having the radiator cleaned out
ably helped and probably advised by Luke Mills. It should be noted that Jayde with travelling companion
Luke topped-up our coal supply. We look forward to further top-up “runs” from our steam orientated
members. John B has already put his hat in the ring. Any more to volunteer????
Stork, our Senior Janitor, has been getting a little angry lately, which is not a pretty sight or sound in regard
to the “drinks” available from the fridge in the Club-room. Stork and Tom Donkin run this supply on a selffunding basis and keep the cost low by obtaining “specials” when advertised from various Super-markets.
Evidently some members consider these soft-drinks as free issue and not paying. This is not fair! This
service which funds bottled water on work and run-days is in danger of being with-drawn. Please be
considerate and honest.
We are moving ahead with rolling-stock rejuvenation and the Green-set has been prepared for transport
in readiness to bolt to a trailer for transportation to a paint facility. The lifting tubes fitted will double to
help re-railing should an incident require such. Lifting bars like those carried in the Red-set can be used to
make the job safer. The Mk-2 Yellow-set is also progressing to be back on the rails and mobile. This set will
not be fitted with a hand-brake or guard’s position and its primary role will be to form a long consist for
use out of WILSON as lead vehicles for the now Mk-1 Yellow-set. Apart from the usual suspects like
Skinner, Hall, Donkin and Ken B participating we have Noel Wilson the President of the OTAGO Club (here
on holidays – again, from New Zealand) giving us a hand on bogies. Stork’s cousin (Rob Henderson) has
been over to take a look at the re-stencilling requirements and will supply the necessary “labels”.
The A-Team on Wednesdays has been flat-out trying to maintain a “top” on certain sections of our track
before John Watson takes off on his bi-annual grey nomad sabbatical some-where in Australia. Our sandy
base does make things difficult.
The AALS Safety Committee is to address issues that have arisen regarding “inter-operability” in that
braking distances are not being met, some odd interpretations of the AALS Codes exist as one would
expect amongst hobbyists and a lack of knowledge about brakes and the fundamentals of operation. The
very simplest of systems never exceeds about 85% mechanical efficiency whilst some very complicated
mechanisms seen, the efficiency would be below 40%. If any members have thoughts on the subject please
contact me (Secretary and West Aust AALS rep) to discuss.
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We have a serious problem with the aging clay piping that drains the men’s toilets and it is best thought
that this should be replaced with “plastic”. Volunteers from our younger members are now sought to come
forward to form a team effort to one day soon to smash-up the low-grade concrete foot-path and dig
down to expose the piping.
We welcome to the club two new steamers from the stables of Prindiville & Belcher. These should prove
to be a very welcome additions for “steam” days.
We welcome back Ken and Sue from their sea cruise and the deserved holiday. Can you imagine Ken
wearing a suit to dine at the Captain’s table? On a more sombre note, we wish our Editor (Heidi) who is
having another stint in hospital again, the very best and hope this is the last time.

Steam Fest 2018 – Photo by John Bollans

Run-day Patronage – By Les Smith
Run-day patronage to date this year is still well ahead of last year being in the order of 35% per day. This is
no doubt due to the kind-nest of the climate and now the 1st week-end of June is fore-cast as fine. As
usual we have advertised but since found out that the City of Canning will not have a celebration event at
WILSON on Monday June 4th. With the AMRA model rail exhibition on and taking some of our members to
run the “stand”, we need assistance to ensure our running is not hindered. It is noticed that the Wilson
run-day patronage has now come up to be equal with that of Niana.

Steam Fest 2018 – By Craig Belcher
Well our second Steamfest Event has been run and won, and my thanks go to those members who turned
out to help out on the day. We finished the day with a dozen items of steam plant in steam entertaining
the crowd including two visiting traction engines from Northern Districts Model Engineering Society in
Balcatta.
While passenger numbers were lower than expected (we can thank the weather man for that) there was
plenty of traffic to keep everyone on their toes. We were fortunate to have a small display from the Chevy
Car Club of WA, the the planned displays from the Indian Motorcycle Club and the Machinery Preservation
society didn’t eventuate. Maybe next year.
True enough we did have some issues with loco failures and trains late into service on the day but with
some patience they were mostly dealt with. Looking ahead to next year, the committee has already
approved the event running again, and some planning is underway to ensure it goes smoothly. The event
will have a more formal roster for the day (for older members, shades of the old telethon days) to
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hopefully alleviate some of the hurdles we experienced this year, and we will have more locos in traffic,
and hopefully by that time additional rolling stock available to handle the hoped for crowds.
With additional equipment available though, this means we will need all hands on deck, so please don’t be
shy when the roster comes out
Big thanks again to all for their assistance – on to 2019 now!

Photos by John Bollans

CMR Unloader Info– By Craig Belcher
For a number of reasons the planned work for the replacement of the unloading hoist didn’t eventuate this
month. With this in mind I will be trying again to get this done during June, meaning a planned period
where the unloader will be unable to be used to allow concrete to cure etc. Actual dates for this work will
be advised by broadcast email when details are finalized, but I will endeavour to give as much notice as
possible.
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The Sheep Trains That Never Eventuated – By Les Smith
The present debate over live sheep exports brings back memories from early 1990 and a proposal to run
trains from the east to Fremantle and thank goodness, they never happened.
The largest pastoral company in Australia approached Australian National Rail (ANR) to run trainloads of
sheep and some cattle out of mid Victoria and central New South Wales across the desert west. ANR took a
serious interest in this as the numbers were mind-boggling at that time. Essentially it meant that there was
to be a loaded large train each day and an empty return. As ANR was only running four freight trains each
way per day across the desert from Tarcoola to Kalgoorlie, this was a big increase in one “dollop” that
would help absorb fixed costs…..and we had wagons that required utilisation.
We had meetings and it was obvious that the pastoral company had given a lot of thought to the logistics
and for the care of the animals. The words of the late Keith Smith ex Comm Rail and ANR Commissioner
were ringing in our ears “never carry anything with legs…..livestock, tables and humans” and his son was
our senior rolling-stock engineer from Port Augusta. Never the less we got on with the proposal.
The stock was to be gathered in NSW as shipping from Sydney was deemed to be too long and in Victoria
where a ban was in place at the port of Warnambool. After feeding / watering they were to be walked
westerly onto the wagons where there would also be trays and troughs. The broad gauge train from
Victoria would after bogie exchange, meet the standard gauge train from NSW at Port Augusta and
continue on to Fremantle and have the stock unloaded walking in the same direction as loaded. We were
informed that the sheep were bright enough to remember! The empty trains would return to Port Augusta
for cleaning and restocking with feed and water.
The wagons to be readied became interesting. The 20 x 25m ex Comm Rail wagons were planned to have a
third deck thus carrying 750 sheep each. A large number of South Australian broad gauge wagons of 12.5m
were to be joined together and thus save the tare weight of two bogies and their maintenance. Due to the
Adelaide hills tunnels these could not be double decked. To make up for the short-fall in wagon capacity
for the standard gauge it was planned to purchase large sheep crates to place on container wagons of
length 20m. To maximise capacity and keep the centre of gravity under-control it was planned to make the
bottom deck 3.2m wide and the second tier a little narrower and the third tier a little narrower again. The
existing 21 x 25m double deck Stock Palaces (the biggest in the world) for cattle were thrown in with a
further 19 wagons available for conversion. The trains were to be some 80 vehicles with 40,000 mainly
sheep and cattle.
The trains would have been breath taking!
Then the GULF WAR started around August and that was that. As has already been stated, thank goodness
in the light of what we now know. It just added a little time for ANR to become profitable.

Photos by John Bollans
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We would like to thank the support from the below
Local Businesses:

204 Collier Road, Bayswater WA 6053

S.O.S Steinmeier Oxy
Services
92a Beechboro Rd S, Bayswater, WA, 6053

Possibly the Most Awesome Hose and
Fittings Shop in the Entire World!
U8/2 Carson Road, Malaga WA 6090

57 Baile Road, Canning Vale, WA 6155
Carlisle WA 6101
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